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that happiness away and young Gilly's life was changed forever. I have made my heart an arrow, and His heart is my home. I have made my heart a blade, and His heart is my sheath. Obsessed with avenging her loss and putting out the fire that still rages in her heart, Gilly has dedicated herself to destroying Macbeth, the boundlessly ambitious man who took away her childhood, and his goading wife. Disguising herself as a poor servant boy, she insinuates herself into their lives and, as she bears horrified witness to Macbeth's violent path to power, Gilly subtly begins to take a hand in the forces governing his fate. But as the culmination of her revenge draws near, Gilly finds her own life at risk when she confronts the troubling legacy of a long-concealed heritage. The Third Witch is a brilliantly imagined, wonderfully satisfying novel. In a riveting story of ruthlessness and revenge, debut author Rebecca Reisert demonstrates a profound understanding of the Bard's timeless drama—and of the real-life Macbeth upon whom Shakespeare's incarnation is modeled.

X-Kit Literature Series: FET Macbeth

This is the first book that offers educators suggested approaches for teaching young adult literature in tandem with the most commonly taught works of Shakespeare.


Ideal as a year-long program or for selective units. This packed volume takes an intense look at Romeo and Juliet, Julius Caesar, Macbeth, Hamlet, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, and The Tempest. Each of the 40 lessons opens up the world of Shakespeare, his words, and his characters. Extensive teacher support includes assessments, historical background and language study, synopses, and suggestions for engaging hard-to-reach learners.

MACBETH (Annotated)

The Way to Dusty Death

Timeless Shakespeare-designed for the struggling reader and adapted to retain the integrity of the original play. These classic plays retold will grab a student’s attention from the first page. Presented in traditional play script format, each title features simplified language, easy-to-read type, and strict adherence to the tone and integrity of the original. Thirty-five reproducible activities per guide reinforce basic reading and comprehension skills while teaching high-order critical thinking. Also included are teaching suggestions, background notes, summarises, and answer keys. The guide is digital; simply print the activities you need for each lesson.

Macbeth

Presents a graphic novel version of the classic tragedy about the struggle of Prince Hamlet to avenge his father's murder.

Study and Revise for GCSE: Macbeth

The Tempest is a short play and a confusing one. There is no one single central plot (there are three main plots that alternate throughout the story). Long story short: it’s easy to get lost! And the Shakespearean language doesn’t help. If you have struggled in the past reading Shakespeare, then BookCaps can help you out. This book is a modern translation of The Tempest. The original text is also presented in the book, along with a comparable version of both text. We all need refreshers every now and then. Whether you are a student trying to cram for that big final, or someone just trying to understand a book more, BookCaps can help. We are a small, but growing company, and are adding titles every month.

Macbeth

Study Guide to Macbeth by William Shakespeare

Among the most enduring poetry of all time, William Shakespeare’s 154 sonnets address such eternal themes as love, beauty, honesty, and the passage of time. Written primarily in four-line stanzas and iambic pentameter, Shakespeare’s sonnets are now recognized as marking the beginning of modern love poetry. The sonnets have been translated into all major written languages and are frequently used at romantic celebrations. Known as “The Bard of Avon,” William Shakespeare is arguably the greatest English-language writer known. Enormously popular during his life, Shakespeare’s works continue to resonate more than three centuries after his death, as has his influence on theatre and literature. Shakespeare’s innovative use of character, language, and experimentation with romance as tragedy served as a foundation for later playwrights, poets and dramatists, and some of his most famous lines of dialogue have become part of everyday speech, HarperPerennial Classics brings great works of literature to life in digital format, upholding the highest standards in ebook production and celebrating reading in all its forms. Look for more titles in the HarperPerennial Classics collection to build your digital library.

Is This a Dagger Which I See Before Me?

FIRST WITCH. When shall we three meet again? In thunder, lightning, or in rain? SECOND WITCH. When the hurlyburly’s done, When the battle’s lost and won. THIRD WITCH. That will be ere the set of sun.

Omnibus II

Timeless Shakespeare-designed for the struggling reader and adapted to retain the integrity of the original play. These classic plays retold will grab a student’s attention from the first page. Presented in traditional play script format, each title features simplified language, easy-to-read type, and strict adherence to the tone and integrity of the original. Thirty-five reproducible activities per guide reinforce basic reading and comprehension skills while teaching high-order critical thinking. Also included are teaching suggestions, background notes, summarises, and answer keys. The guide is digital and only available on CD-ROM; simply print the activities you need for each lesson.

Show Me the Monet

DUNCAN. What bloody man is that? He can report, Asseventh by his plight, of the revolvThe newest state. MALCOLM. This is the serpent-Who, like a good and hardy soldier, fought ‘gainst my captivity. -Nay, brave friend; say to the King the knowledge of the broils thou didst leave it. SOLDIER. Doubtful it stood; As two skilled swimmers do cling togetherAnd choke their art. The merciless Macdonwald [Northy to be a rebel, for to that] The multiplying villainies of nature Do swarm upon him; from the Western Isles Of kerns and gallowglasses is supplied; And Fortune, on his deerd quarrail smiling, Show’d like a rebel’s whore. But all’s too weak; For brave Macbeth [well he deserves that name], Slaughtering Fortune, with his brandish’d steel, Which smok’d with bloody execution, Like Valour’s minion, carv’d out his passage, Till he fac’d the slave; Which ne’er shook hands, nor bade farewell to . Till he uneas’d him from the nave to the choir, And fix’d his head upon our battlements. DUNCAN. O valiant cousin! worthy gentleman! SOLDIER. As whence the sun ‘gins his reflectionShipwrecking storms and direful thunders break, So from that spring, whence comfort seem’d to comeDiscomfort swells. Mark, King of Scotland, mark: No sooner justice had, with valour
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